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Fa,.... Quei.loes for API ClMIIdklat.. 

The Forum traditionally asks candidotes for 
lhe APS office, of Vice·President and Coun· 
dllor at large to respond to a HI of questions . 
The follOW'ing questions were constructed by 
Thomas Mo" ond John Dowling and approved
by selec:l.t mernbers 01 the Forum Execuli...e 
Committ••. 

1. Concern arose lost yeor a .... ' two "Science 
Pork Iorrel" project!. at Calholic and Columbia 
Universities which wet. giYen a politicol by. 
poss around the normal proposol submission 
and review process. Now two more projects 
are in Ihe works . S7M for a supercomputer 01 
Florida Slate and SI60M lor a full -ceU 
demonstro1l0n prol~1 01 Geor~town. Two 
questions: who' are your views on such pro
jects and should the APS toke a stond on lhe 
issue? 

2. The Forum was initialed to discuss and d-al 
with the interaction between phySKS and socie
ty. Todoy there is a commendable increose of 
inl.rest within APS in physics ond society 
Issues os represented by the Ponel on Public 
Affoirs (POPA). Comm""e on Inte llectual 
Freedom Scientists (CIFS) . Intemotional0' 
Physks Group (IPG), Commilt_ on Status of 
Women (COSW). Office of Public Altairs (OPA) . 
Commill_ on Opportunities in Physics (COPS). 
e tc. What can lhe Forum do '0 help ,h.,. 
groups communicate with eoch other, or what 
role should the Forum lake? 

3. On page .46 of the June 198.4 Issue of Physics 
Today appears 0 picture with the followIng cop· 
' ion: "Foreign notionols have in some inslances 
been prohibited br the Federal gcw.,-nmettl 
from altending scientific meetings a nd ... 'llhni 
university loborotories engaged In u rtClalltl.ed 
r.search." Is this on issue of concern to YCM.I? 
Should it be of concern 10 the APS? 

.. , The NotJonaI Acad.my of Sciences (NAS) 
recently onnounced on indeflnit. postpon. 
ment of (I proposed NAS visit to the Soviet 
Union. The cancellotion wos due to the dros,,, 
c hange of e\IIen's in the Sokhorov case. Should 
the A'S take an active rot. to eHeet ~ome relief 
WI Sokhorov's circumstonca? 

Walter Kahn: Candidate for Vice Prelldenl . No· 
t1onollnstltute for Theor.tical PhYllcs . Unlv , of 
California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106. 

1. Science pork barrelling is bad for science and 
a bad deal lor Ihe cou ntry. We physicists have a 
considerable slake in nat letting ,he recent 
cases 01 Catholic and Columbia University 
became a new "fashion" As lo r 'he twa new 
cases , concerning a chemical a nd computing 

project. I would propose Ihe following oclion by 
Ihe APS : a formolletfer by the APS pres idenlla 
Ihe two pres idents of Ihe pertinent profes · 
sional soci e ties , stating the strong OPPOSition 
of the APS to science pork barreling in general 
and otfering 10 lend official support to 
whatel.'er action the y might 'ake 10 prevent 
these specific cases. 

2 . Two possible actions occur 10 me: (I) In .... iting 
members 01 paPA, ClFS, elc. on some regular 
schedule 10 write guesl-editoriols in "Physics 
and Society": (2) Annual meetings, chaired by 
the Forum's chairperson . of the charipefSon (or 
their representati ....es) of papA. etc. 

3. Ves, this is of great concern to me. I accept 
Ihe need for classification in certain cases. Bul 
one of the corolleries of the clossi fication 
system is that unclassified material is open 10 
everyone. Where this problem affects 
physicis ts . the APS should intervene directl y . 
Where it olfects other scientists, the APS 
should offer support . 

.4 . I personally disagreed with the Notional 
Academy of Sciences decision to postpone their 
delegation's .... isil to the USSR . I would have 
preferred if Ih~ hod gone there , thereby con· 
.... incingly demonstrating the NAS's interest in 
inproving scientific relalions with the USSR 
and, after orri vol, would have insis ted on 
speaking .. 01 least by telephone .. with their 
Foreign Associate. Sakhorov. If they would 
ha .... e met refusal they should have returned to 
the USA. I believe such a course of action 
would ha .... e put greater ond more dramatic 

ressure an the So viet authorities and hod atr.eosl a slight chance 01 success. 

Since Sakharov is a physicist the APS clearly 
has .the responsibility to closely monilar his 
situ tat ian and 10 con tribute to hi s support. 
along with the National Academy of Sciences 
and other organizations. The appropriate com· 
millee 10 propose steps to be token by the 
Council is the Committee on the Internationol 
Fre edom of Scientisl~. 

Val Fitch: Candidate for Vice Pre5id.nt , Jadwin 
Hall. Princeton Unlv.. P .O. Box 70B, Princeton . 
NY 085...... 

Na comment a vailable 01 press time . 

Michael E. Fisher: Candidate for Councillor at 
large , Cornell Unlveralty , Baker laboratory . 
Ithaca , NV 1.4853. 

1. The words "Science Pork Barrel" have 0 nos· 
ty ring: but not all barrel s are tarred with the 
some brush! In approaching Ihis issue my two 
main concerns are for the scientific strength of 
the Uniled Stales and for the inlellecutal 
climate in which scientific research is con· 
ducted here. The first demonds continuing ode· 

quote funding: alas the "~t(Jndord chollnels" do 
not always ensure That ; the second requires a 
shored sense of 'airne}>s and iustice in ......hich 
the most scientifically wor thwhile projects ore 
Ihe first to be supported: regre-tably this also 
represents an ideol thot connol al ......oys 'be 
achieved. If it really proves necessary lor in· 
s tilutions to move increasingly into the political 
arena to finance inlportont and worthwhile 
projects . the funding should. nevertheless, be 
awarded in a way that demons trates and en· 
sures the scientific quality of the p roj ect a nd 
the justice of Ihe support gl'Onted . , would lik e 
to see the APS consider Ihese issu 'es carefully 
and take a well.considered public stand on tho t 
basis. 

2. The existence within the APS of acli ve com· 
mittees suc h as POPA. ClFS , COSW and others 
concerned with aspects of the inter·relalions 
between physics and society is encouraging to 
me and, I hope. to Forum members. Certainly 
the Forum should toke interest in the progress 
made by all these Commillees. 1 do nut per · 
sonally see, however , that the Forum has a 
special role in helping these groups com · 
municate with each other: rather, the Forum 
should continue to be outwordlooking. inform· 
ing the membership at large about important 
issues and conducting special studies and 
meetings a s distinct needs arise. 

3. Ves, I am seriously concerned about any in· 
lerference with Ihe free international ex· 
change of scientif ic ideas. Of course . the iSSl)e 
should also be of concern to the APS. While 
there can be legitimate reasons for restricting 
the access of loregin sdentists to the United 
Slates , such restricTions sauld be imposed most 
sparingly: e ven then, it is hard to unders tand 
the cogency of The reasons when only uni versi· 
ty laboratories e ngaged in uncla ssified 
research are involved. 

.4 . The case of Andrei Sokhorov is .... ery famous 
and .... ery sad . Regretably, it is nol the only in· 
slonce of (I respected physi cis t being unjUSTly 
Irealed by this government. The A'S should be 
concerned and willing 10 assist in all such cases 
provided it Can do so in an effective way . in· 
deed , in the post . the Commirtc-e on Inlerno· 
tional Freedom of Scientists has , been abl e 10 
formulate appropriate actions which were 
loken and proved effective . I would hope the 
record could be Ino intoi ned and improved in 
the future. 

Harold P. Furth: Candldat. for Councillor at 
large. Plasma PhY5ici lob .. P .O. Box 451. 
Princeton Uni ..... Princeton , NJ 085"". 

1. Respect for the pee r group 'eview process is 
essential to the he alth ond integrity 01 
Americoh science. This is just the 50rl of issue 
on which the APS should toke 0 51rang sland: 
The outcome is of immediate concern to U5. ou r 
members are in full agreement . and our 
representatives o('e well qualified to argue rhe 
case. 

http:Pre5id.nt
http:urtClalltl.ed
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2. The existing arrangements for liaison among 
the APS standing and ad hoc committees seem 
to be working well. The Forum can play a 
valuable role in promoting interactions bet
ween the committees and the APS member
ship. 

3. Since classification is necessary in some 
areas of research, but is also known to hamper 
scientific progress, the boundaries between 
classified and unclassified subject matter must 
be drawn with care. In this context, there are 
obvious disadvantages to the growth of a third 
major category of subject matter which is 
neither classified nor conveniently accessible. I 
am concerned about such a development. The 
APS should be (and is) very much concerned. 
Fortunately, the Congress has become sen
sitive to the problem, and one may hope that 
the Export Administration Act of 1984 will con
tain appropriate exemptions to protect interna
tional communication in science. 

4. The APS would be able to exert greater 
leverage in support of Andrei Sakharov if 
U.S.-Soviet scientific relations were not already 
in such a poor state. At this point, the best 
policy is to seek a more normal overall rela
tionship, and at the same time give un
mistakable expression to our feelings on 
behalf of Sakharov as a great scientist and a 
great champion of mental freedom. 

Anne Kernan: Candidate for Councillor at 
Large, Physics Dept., Unlv. of California, River· 
side, CA 92521. 

1. The politicization of science funding is a 
grave threat to U.S. science. The APS must, in 
concert with other concerned groups, make 
Congress aware of the importance of maintain
ing the integrity of the scientific review pro
cess. 

2. The Forum is already effectively performing 
this function. I have no additional suggestions. 

3. Yes, I am concerned about unwarranted 
government interference with scientific com
munications. This issue must be a continuing 
concern for the APS since the free interchange 
of ideas is closely linked with the advancement 
of physics. 

4. During the last few years the APS has in
tervened with some success on be"alf of 
physicists who were political prisoners. I favor 
an intervention by the APS on behalf of Andrei 
Sakharov. In the present political climate any 
action taken by the APS must be carefully 
weighed for its effectiveness. 

Rolf Landauer, Candidate for Councillor at 
large, IBM Research Center, P.O. Box 218, 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598. 

1. Over the years we have built up reasonable 
mechanisms for the allotment of Federal funds, 
for the support of science. It is unfortunate if 
the scientific judgement, that normally enters 
into this process, is shunted aside. On the other 
hand, our present allotment mechanisms are 
far from perfect, and we cannot really object to 
modest experimentation with alternative pro
cedures. It is arrogant and inappropriate for 
the scientific community to tell Congress: "We, 
as specialists know best, and normal political 
considerations are irrelevant." Thus, while 
direct Congressional allocation is clearly a mat
ter for our concern, a formal stand by the APS, 
as a whole, seems premature. 

2. My throught on this are not sufficiently 
developed to deserve attention. 

3. The economy and defense of the U.S. require 
technical leadership. This is best achieved 
through continued rapid advances, rather than 
excessive secrecy. Technical espionage, 
however, does really exist. Some of our visitors 
will be systematically questioned upon return 
to their country. Furthermore, there is. no clear 
and simple demarcation between classified 
and unclassified work; we've all learned to 
read between the lines, particularly in informal 
discussions. As in many other situations, an at
tempt to avoid all minor risks can only be 
achieved at excessive cost. It would seem best 
to leave unclassified meetings open to all; it 
would be hard to interpret and stabilize any 
other boundary line. But we should not take a 
reasonable course, and try to give it a sanc
tified status. Times and circumstances can 
change. P.W. Bridgman, in the years just 
before World War II closed his laboratory to 
German visitors. In its time, that was an ad
mirable decision. 

4. APS has a role in opposing repressive treat
ment of science, or scientists, in other parts of 
the world. That fact is recognized through our 
(standing) Committee on International 
Freedom of Scientists. We cannot, however, 
respond to all occasions, and must choose 
those where we are needed, and can be effec
tive. In'Sakharov's case we deal with a case 
which long ago reached the attention of the 
general public. Editorials in the N. Y. Times ,!nd 
the coverage in the TV news are more effective 
than anything that the APS can do. This is, fur
thermore, a case where APS has little leverage 
compared to NAS. My conclusion: It would be 
best for the APS to concentrate on other cases. 

David Schramm: Candidate for Councillor at 
Large, AAC·l00, 5640 S. Ellis, Unlv. of Chicago, 
Chicago, IL 60637. 

1. Such projects require full scientific peer 
review and should not go via political 
bypasses. The APS should work toward peer 
review of such large projects. 

2. Exchange of materials and notices in a com
mon newsletter. 

3. Yes. The APS should continue to work for 
freedom of access to research sites for visiting 
scientists. 

4. If a suitable role became apparent then the 
APS should follow it. 

Stanley G. Wolclckl: Candidate for Councillor at 
Large, Physics Dept., Stanford Unlv.. Stanford, 
CA 94035. 

1. I am very strongly opposed to the "Science 
Pork Barrel" projects. I believe that the normal 
submission process together with the peer 
review is essential if science research is not to 
become politicized. I believe that the APS 
should strongly support this position. 

2. I am not familiar with what the Forum is do
ing along those lines at the present time. Some 
actions that might be helpful would be offers of 
better publicity for the issues being dealt with 
by individual groups, facilitating meetings bet
ween members of different groups on issues of 
common concern, and making members of the 
APS more aware of the existence and work of 
these groups. 

3. Yes, this issue is of great concern to me and I 
believe it should be of equal concern to the 
APS. 

4. This is a difficult question, both from the 
moral and pragmatic points of view. I am sure 
that the great majority of APS members sup
port Sakharov's case and would like to see 
some relief in this circumstances. On the other 
hand, I think we would set a dangerous prece
dent should the APS get involved in this issue 
as an organization. In addition, I am not sure 
that any action that the APS might take would 
not be counter-productive in the long run. Thus 
on balance, I would answer the question in the 
negative. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Physics, Technology, and the Nuclear Arms 
Race 

The proceedings from the Short Course on 
the Arms Race, sponsored by the Forum and 
the AAPT, is now available from the AlP, 335 E. 
45th St., New York, NY 10017 for $36.75. Has 
your local physics department obtained this 
text for its library? These proceedings are 
useful as a reference for those teaching 
courses on the arms race, as well as those who 
would wish to study the topic in more depth. 
The text of 375 pages has 15 chapters and 9 
technical appendices. It was developed for the 
PhD physics audience. 
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AAAS Re.olutlon. on Openne•• of Science 
Following are two Resolutions the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science 
adopted by the MAS Council on 28 May 1984 
which may be of interest to Forum members. 

Openne•• and Naflonal Security. submitted by 
the AMS Committee on Scientific Freedom 
and Responsibility. 

Whereas progress in science and technology is 
greatly enhanced by open communication; and 

Whereas such progress promotes both the na
tional security. however defined. and general 
welfare; and 

WherllCl. public availability of unclassified 
scientific and technical information is a 
necessity for democratic decision·making in a 
wide range of important public policy issues. 

.. It re.olved that the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science strongly reaf
firms its opposition to continuing governmental 
efforts to restrict the communication or 
publication of unclassified research. 

Adopted by the 
AMS Council 
May 28.1984 

Openne•• and Science and Technology. submit
ted by the AMS Committee on Scientific 
Freedom and Responsibility. 

WherllCl. freedom of inquiry and communica· 
tion contribute to the advancement of science 
and technology; and 

WherIICI. the American Association for the Ad· 
vancement of Science is committed to openness 
as an essential element for the advancement of 
science. 

.. It resalyed that the AAAS urges its affiliates 
and academic institutions to examine their 
policies. reaffirm their commitment to freedom 
of inquiry and expression. and make these 
policies publicly known. 

Adopted by the 
AMS Council 
May 28. 1984 

FORUM APS FELLOWS. For the first time the 
Forum on Phy.lc. and Saclety exeJcised its 
privilege to nominate candidates for fellowship 
in the APS. FollOWing are those candidates who 
have been awarded fellowship in the APS from 
the Forum: 

Harold Davl. 
Citation: "For his sustained championing of the 
cause of arms control and for his constant 
editorial reminders of the role physicists are 
obligated to play in the debate." 

Robert H. Socolow 
Citation: "For actively developing technical 
knowledge of energy usage. and making this 
knowledge available to a broad public." 

Theodore B. Taylor 
Citation: "For his early insight into the technical 
problems of nuclear proliferation and 
safeguards and for alerting the public and his 
colleagues to the possibility of proliferation to 
sub·national groups." 

Jame. S. Trefll 
Citation: "For his inspired exposition in books 
and articles which mode the excitment and 
beauty of modern physics available to 
educated Americans. resulting in enormous 
popular support for the discipline." 

Fronk yon Hlppel 
Citotion: "For his contributions to the 
understanding of the relationship between 
physics and society and for his many perceptive 
popers on subjects from nuclear war to the fuel 
efficiency of automobiles." 

The Forum wishes to congratualte all these 
Fellows for this honor. Pete Zimmerman 
choired the Forum committee which nominated 
these condidates. 

UPCOMING FORUM SESSIONS 
Noyember API MlHMlng 

Special Se••lan 'AE: Strategic Defen.. In· 
Itlatlye or Star Wars? Spon.ored by the Forum 
on Phy.lc. and Society of the APS. Thursday 
_enlng. 1 Noyember 19...: Grand Ballroom at 
7:30 P.M.: Loul. D. Smullln, pr..ldlng. 

1. Gerold Yona•• Sandia National Laboratory 
(20 min.). 

The Strategic Defense Initiotive is a highly 
goal-oriented. and yet broodly-bosed. program 
of research. technology development, and 
demonstrations to provide future options for 
achieving enhanced deterrence through 
defense against bollistic missiles. As we learn 
the limits of the technology and evaluate the 
threat response, there will be 0 concerted win
nowing and selection process. We cannot now 
make the decision to deploy or even to begin to 
produce defensive weapon systems. but we 
will work toword an informed decision on 
whether to embark on an engineering phase in 
the next decade. 

2, Ko.ta T.lpl•• Deportment of Physics. M.I.T. 
(20 min.). 

The presentation will describe the geametry 
of ballistic flight and of possible boost. mid· 
course. and terminal phase strategic defense 
systems and the potenliol difficulties such 
systems could encounter because of opera
tionol requirements. inherent vulnerabilities. 
and ocllve and possive countermeasurers. 

3.Walter R. Saay, Lawrence L1Yermore National 
Laboratory (20 min.). 

The Strategic Defense Initiative is aimed at a 
proper and possibly feasible goal, defense 
against ballistic missiles, but a brooder vision 
of our purpose is warrranted .. near-eorth 
space as a primary weapon basing and combat 
arena for the full range of toelical and strotegic 
missions. 

4. Kurt Gottfried, Laboratory of Nuclear 
Studle., Cornell University (20 min.). 

The presentation will focus on the policy 
questions raised by the SOl: Can we rely on a 
largely automated system that cannot be 
realistically tested? What are the conse
quences for arms control and the arms roce? Is 
SOl just a research progrom? What should the 
military space policy of the United States be? 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Scientific Freedom 

THE ATTEMPT TO CURB SCIENTIFIC FREEDOM 
(Robert l.Park, July. p. 3) is of course nothing 
new, ond is in fact 0 very old story. 

After a coreful study of Freud's theories, I 
conclude that the bosic problem is fear. People 
who would curb freedom should be scored out 
of their dongerous attitude, not by threats of 
massive retaliation, but by being convinced 
that they are their own worst enemies, for 
more feoriul thon the freedom they are wor
ried about. 

This points the way toward resolution of the 
"cold wor," not by massive threats (thereby 
answering Borboro Levi's question). but by con
vincing the Kremlin rulers that they are their 
own worst enemies when they destroy good 
will by oppressing Afghonistan, thereby 
creoting the situolion which brought the 
missiles into Western Europe, so clearly that 
the withdrawal of the missiles from Europe 
should be linked directly to the withdrawal of 
Soviet troops from Afghanistan. 

Pork give further excellent examples of this 
in his orticle. which makes it clear that it is the 
dictator, not the scientist. who has too much 
freedom of the ogre which must be curbed, to 
save the people from oppression. 

Kenneth J. Esptein 
5252 Broadway No. 308 
Chicago. Il60640 
10 Aug. 1984 


